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A protein engineering analysis of the transition state for protein
folding: simulation in the lattice model
Alexander M Gutin, Victor I Abkevich and Eugene I Shakhnovich
Background: Protein engineering has been used extensively to evaluate the
properties of transition states in protein folding. Although the method has
proved useful, its limitations and the details of interpretation of the obtained
results remain largely unexplored.
Results: Lattice model simulations are used to test and verify the protein
engineering analysis of the transition state in protein folding. It is shown that in
some cases — but not always — this method is able to determine the transition
state with reasonable accuracy. Limitations of protein engineering are revealed
and analyzed. In particular, the change in non-native interactions as a result of
mutations is shown to influence the results of the protein engineering analysis.
Furthermore, the temperature dependencies of φ values (which are a measure
of the participation of a residue in the transition state) and the character of the
transition state ensemble are studied. It is shown that as a general trend
φ values decrease when the temperature decreases, a finding consistent with
recent experimental results. Our analysis suggests that this trend results
primarily from the formation of some contacts (native and non-native) in the
unfolded state at a lower temperature, when the barrier for folding is energetic.
Conclusions: Our analysis helps to interpret the results of protein engineering
and allows observed φ values to be directly related to structural features of the
unfolded state, the transition state and the native state.
Introduction
There is a growing pool of experimental evidence that
the folding of relatively small proteins represents a fast
(from µs to ms time scale) two-state reaction without a
detectable equilibrium or kinetic intermediates (see e.g.
[1–5]) For these proteins, the characterization of the tran-
sition state (TS) between the folded and unfolded states
is crucial for understanding their folding kinetics. Obvi-
ously, the TS does not need to be (and is never) a unique
conformation but represents an ensemble of conforma-
tions whose defining feature is that the probability to
descend fast to the native state from each conformation
(transmission coefficient) is high (≈ 0.5; [6–9]).
A cooperative folding transition between two (meta)stable
states is a finite-size counterpart of a first-order phase tran-
sition in condensed matter, which also occurs between two
(meta)stable states (e.g. liquid and vapor). The kinetics of
such first-order phase transitions have been studied in
detail and are now well understood (see e.g. [10]). The TS
for a first-order phase transition corresponds to the forma-
tion of a critical nucleus, which is a small part of the ‘new’
phase in the ocean of the ‘old’ phase. Following the
analogy between cooperative protein folding and first-
order phase transitions, one can expect that the TS for
protein folding corresponds to the formation of a nucleus,
which would be a small part of the native conformation.
Recent simulations of the cooperative folding models
[6,9,11] and protein engineering analysis of the folding of
chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 (CI2; [12]) and other proteins
[13] have confirmed this picture. 
It turns out that the rate-limiting step in protein folding
corresponds to the formation of a small nucleus. It is
therefore important to develop an approach to determine
the localization of nuclei in the native structure. A direct
method to determine the nuclei in computer simulations
has been proposed [6]. The basic idea is to look at the
structures just preceding complete folding. Unfortunately,
this approach cannot be realized in real experiments.
Moreover, by definition, any TS conformation is unstable
because it corresponds to a maximum of the free energy
(more precisely a saddle point). The instability of the TS
implies that its life time is very short. This makes the
direct observation of the TS in experiments very difficult,
if possible at all. 
A powerful indirect protein engineering method has been
developed to determine the structure of the TS [12,14].
The idea of this elegant method is simple: if a mutation of
a single amino acid residue changes the folding rate signif-
icantly then this residue forms its native contacts in the
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conformations belonging to the transition state ensemble
(TSE), otherwise it does not. Specifically, the change in
stability of the protein upon mutation, ∆∆G, is measured
and the change in free energy of the TS, ∆∆G*, is calcu-
lated based on the assumption that the folding rate follows
the Eyring law: kf ~ exp(–∆G*/RT), where ∆G* is the free
energy difference between the transition state and the
unfolded state. The measure of participation of a residue
in the TS is the ratio φ = ∆∆G*/∆∆G, which varies from 0,
if the mutated residue does not form its contacts in the
TS, to 1, if the residue makes all the native interactions in
the TS. The detailed theory of the protein engineering
analysis is presented in [15]. In particular, the underlying
assumptions and limitations of the method are clearly for-
mulated in [15]. The major assumptions of the protein
engineering analysis are that mutations do not change sub-
stantially the folding pathway (i.e. the character of the
TSE), the structure of the folded state and the unfolded
state ensemble. 
Here, we use computer simulation in the lattice model to
test and verify the main assumptions of the protein engi-
neering analysis of the TS and to address the question of
how properties of the TS depend on temperature. One
complication of the protein engineering analysis of the TS
is that in real experiments a mutation of a single residue
changes many native interactions (i.e. those that exist in
the native state), as well as an even larger number of non-
native interactions that may exist in partly folded confor-
mations. In order to partly overcome such complications,
double mutants can be introduced [15,16]. In simulations
we can change selectively a single interaction. Moreover,
we can change the energy of any interaction without
affecting other interactions. Importantly, there are direct
ways to determine the TS in computer simulations [6,8].
Thus, one can compare the structure of the TSE emerg-
ing from the protein engineering analysis with that found
directly from simulations using the approach described in
[6]. The obvious advantages of computer simulations make
it possible to provide a detailed analysis of the strengths
and limitations of the protein engineering analysis of the
TS and to get deeper insights into the properties of the
TSE in the lattice model for protein folding, in a wide
range of temperatures.
The model
In our model a protein chain is represented as a self-avoid-
ing walk on an infinite cubic lattice with covalently linked
residues occupying neighboring lattice sites. The energy of
a chain conformation is the sum of the energies of pairwise
contacts between monomers. Two monomers are defined
to be in a contact if they are neighbors on the lattice and
are not connected by a covalent bond. The energy of the
contact depends only on the identity of the two amino
acids involved. Our approach is based on the idea of carry-
ing out sequence design and folding simulations using the
same set of parameters. This makes the physical results
independent of a particular choice of parameter set, a fact
tested and verified in detail in [11]. For convenience, we
used the interaction energies for amino acid pairs as
determined from the statistical distribution of contacts in
real proteins (Table 6 in [17]) with some minor modifica-
tions; the set of parameters is available from the authors
upon request.
The sequence studied in this paper and the conformation
with the lowest energy for this sequence are shown in
Figure 1. This sequence was designed to provide a low rela-
tive energy for the conformation shown. Previously, it was
shown [18] that for the sequence shown in Figure 1a the
conformation shown in Figure 1b is the native conforma-
tion. This conformation represents a pronounced minimum
of energy for the sequence given so that there is a range of
temperatures at which the sequence is thermodynamically
stable and kinetically accessible in its native conformation.
Results
The nucleation mechanism of protein folding kinetics
follows from the cooperativity of the folding transition in
thermodynamics [6]. Folding cooperativity was established
for many small, one-domain proteins [1,19]. Thus, a
protein folding model must feature this thermodynamic
property in order to be a viable model for folding thermo-
dynamics and kinetics [7,9]. Folding cooperativity was
shown for a number of three-dimensional lattice models in
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Figure 1
The protein chain studied in this paper. (a) Three-dimensional structure
and (b) sequence of a model lattice protein. It was shown previously
that the conformation shown in (a) is a global minimum of energy for
the sequence.
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which chains are composed of 20 types of amino acid and
the number of non-local contacts in the native conformation
is sufficiently large [18].
To this end, our first goal was to ensure that the sequence
studied folds cooperatively in our model. The rough esti-
mate for the folding transition temperature (Tf ≈ 0.26) for
the sequence shown in Figure 1a was given in our previ-
ous work [18,20]. In this study, we used the histogram
technique [21–23] to obtain a more precise estimate of Tf
(Tf = 0.272). 
The distribution of the number of native contacts at Tf is
presented in Figure 2. It is clearly bimodal with two pro-
nounced peaks. One peak corresponds to the unfolded
state. The other peak contains conformations with ~35
(out of 40) native contacts on average; it should be associ-
ated with the folded state. Thus, one can conclude that
our model protein exhibits a two-state equilibrium folding
transition with no equilibrium intermediates.
A possible measure of the thermodynamic stability of the
folded state is the fraction of time spent by the model
protein in the folded state. We define a conformation as
belonging to the folded state if it has > 20 native contacts.
Correspondingly, conformations with fewer native contacts
are defined to belong to the unfolded state. The thermody-
namic probability that the chain is in the folded state as a
function of temperature is calculated using the histogram
technique ([21,23,24]; see Figure 3). One of the issues that
we address in the present study is how the TSE depends
on temperature. To this end, we carried out our computa-
tional protein engineering analysis at two temperatures: at
the transition temperature, Tf = 0.272, and below the tran-
sition temperature, at T = 0.242; at this temperature the
model protein spends > 95% of time in the folded state.
It was found that it is not only the thermodynamic stability
that strongly depends on temperature, but also the folding
kinetics. The temperature dependence of folding kinetics
is shown in Figure 4, in which it is clear that the fastest
folding for the sequence shown in Figure 1a is achieved at
T = 0.22 (i.e. at a temperature lower than both tempera-
tures chosen for the detailed analysis in this study; the
importance of this fact will be clear from later discussion).
Figure 5 shows distributions of folding times obtained
from 10,000 runs each starting from a random coil confor-
mation, which is different for each run. It is clear that for
both temperatures studied the distribution can be very
well described by a single exponent. Thus, the kinetics
of folding as well as the thermodynamics clearly show
that the folding transition for our model protein is two
state with neither a populated equilibrium nor long-living
kinetic intermediates.
It was mentioned in the Introduction that one of the
advantages of lattice simulations is that one can change
selectively an energy of any interaction without affecting
other interactions. Figure 6 shows how the free energy dif-
ference ∆G between the folded and unfolded states
depends on the energy change ∆E of a single native
contact. Each curve in the figure corresponds to a differ-
ent native contact. These dependencies were determined
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Figure 2
Equilibrium distribution of the number of native contacts at T = 0.272.
The distribution is obtained from a run of 2 × 109 Monte-Carlo steps.
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Figure 3
Temperature dependence of the population of the native state (the
fraction of time that the chain spends in the native state) in equilibrium.
The dependence is calculated by means of the histogram technique
from a run of 2 × 109 Monte-Carlo steps at T = 0.272. The right-hand
arrow shows this temperature, which is very close to the equilibrium
transition temperature Tf. The left-hand arrow shows T = 0.247, the
temperature at which the population of the native state is > 95%.
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using the histogram technique. More details on the method
used to obtain the data shown in Figure 6 are given in the
Materials and methods section.
Qualitatively, the dependencies for all the native contacts
are similar: ∆G  ∆E at small values of ∆E; this depen-
dence reaches a plateau at greater ∆E, however. The
plateau in the dependence of ∆G on ∆E can be explained
by the fact that if a contact is very strong, it is present both
in the folded and unfolded states and it contributes
equally to ∆G. Alternatively, if a contact is strongly repul-
sive, then it is absent in all the conformations and ∆G
would not depend on its actual energy. 
For every native contact two ‘mutations’ (energy changes)
were simulated: the first mutation is a decrease of the
contact energy by 0.3 (∆E = –0.3) and the second mutation
is an increase of the contact energy by the same amount
(∆E = –0.3). Each mutation involved an energy change for
only one contact and energies of all other contacts were
not altered (this is, of course, only possible in computer
experiments). The reasons why a particular value of ∆E
(0.3) was chosen as an optimal probe are as follows. First,
∆E should be large enough to produce a measurable
change in the thermodynamic stability and the kinetics.
Second, ∆E should not be too large so that the folding
pathway and the structure of the unfolded and folded
states would not change significantly.
For every mutation the corresponding φ value was calculated
from the relationship [25]:
φ = –Tlog(k/k′)/∆∆G (1)
where the change in stability as a result of the mutation
∆∆G is calculated using the histogram technique and k
and k′ are the folding rates of the wild type and a mutant,
respectively. Mean first passage time (MFPT) folding into
the native conformation was obtained by averaging over
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Figure 5
Distributions of folding times at T = 0.272 and T = 0.247. The
distribution for each temperature is obtained from 10,000 runs, each
starting from a random coil conformation different in different runs. The
straight lines represent the best fit corresponding to exponential
distributions.
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T = 0.272 
T = 0.247
Figure 6
The dependence of the free energy difference ∆G between the folded
and unfolded states on the change in energy ∆E of a native contact at
T = 0.247. Different curves correspond to different native contacts.
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Figure 4
The temperature dependence of the folding rate for the wild-type
sequence, mutation ∆E15–24 = –0.3 and ∆E2–31 = –0.3. The lines
correspond to a parabolic fit at high temperature and Arrenius fit at low
temperature; the fits are provided as a guide to the eye.
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Wild-type sequence 
∆E15–24 = –0.3
∆E2–31 = –0.3
10,000 runs for the wild type and over 1,000 runs for each
of the mutants. It was assumed that the folding rate
k = 1/MFPT, which is true for a single exponential process.
For every native contact, φ values and their average over all
native contacts were calculated for stabilizing mutations
with ∆E = –0.3 and for destabilizing mutations with
∆E = 0.3. Table 1 gives φ values for all the native contacts
at the temperatures Τ1 = 0.272 and T2 = 0.247. It can be
seen that at T1 all φ values are positive and vary from 0.02
to 0.67 with the average φav = 0.32. At lower temperatures φ
values are, on average, lower (φav = 0.18); four are negative.
Overall the set of φ values for all contacts at T1 is correlated
with the set of φ values for all contacts at T2 with a correla-
tion coefficient of 0.86. This suggests that the relative
magnitude of φ values may be not very sensitive to the
temperature, in the temperature range that we studied. At
the same time, for most of the native contacts the change
of absolute φ value with temperature is well above noise
level. For example, φ for the contact between residues 19
and 32 changes from 0.23 at Τ1 to –0.14 at Τ2. The finding
that φ values become lower at lower temperatures is con-
sistent with the experimental observations of Oliveberg
et al. [26]. In order to get a deeper insight into the origin
of the temperature dependence of φ values, we evaluated
the dependence of folding rate on temperature for two
sequences with mutations: ∆Ε14–25 = –0.3, exhibiting the
highest φ value of 0.67; and ∆Ε2–13, with a lower φ value.
The results are shown in Figure 4. It can be seen clearly
that the effect of mutation on the folding rate is very sensi-
tive to temperature: at high temperature (T > Topt, where
Topt is the temperature of the fastest folding of the wild-
type sequence), the free energy barrier is entropy domi-
nated (i.e. the energy of the TS is lower than the energy of
the unfolded state). In this case the stabilizing mutations
always cause an acceleration of folding (i.e. all φ values are
positive, although they are of course very different for dif-
ferent contacts). As the temperature decreases, many muta-
tions that stabilize the native state slow down folding; their
φ values decrease and some of them become negative. One
contact (28–35) is an exception (i.e. its φ value increases
slightly when the temperature decreases). This is also very
much in accord with experimental findings [26], which
show anomolous φ-value temperature dependences for a
very small number of mutations. The fact that mutations
have a qualitatively different impact on protein folding
kinetics at low and high temperatures can be explained by
the crucial involvement of traps (i.e. the sequence becom-
ing trapped in a specific conformation) at low temperatures
(see [27], in particular Figure 13 and the accompanying
discussion).
The results of the protein engineering analysis for our
model can be compared with the results of a direct
approach to determine the nucleus in the TSE from simu-
lations [6]. The method is based on the fact that after the
TS is reached, the folding proceeds fast as a ‘downhill’
motion in the free energy landscape. The structure of the
TS can therefore be derived from the analysis of the
‘steep’ part of the folding trajectory that precedes the
native state. The method proposed in [6] searches for con-
formations that are structurally dissimilar to the native
state but that convert fast to the native conformation (for
more details see [6]); these conformations constitute the
TSE. Using this method we studied the TSE in the
present model at T = 0.272. It appeared that the critical
nucleus for the sequence that we studied consisted of only
six native contacts, but for this sequence the nucleus was
not unique. Instead, we found 13 native contacts, which
we call the TS core (Figure 7a), representing the TS in
the sense that the formation of certain combinations of six
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Table 1
Values of φf for the native contacts between residues i and j at
T1 = 0.272 and T2 = 0.247.
φ
i j T1 T2
1 8 0.13 ± 0.04 0.02 ± 0.04
1 20 0.07 ± 0.03 –0.08 ± 0.03
2 7 0.02 ± 0.06 –0.20 ± 0.06
2 31 0.33 ± 0.03 0.23 ± 0.04
3 6 0.23 ± 0.06 0.07 ± 0.05
3 30 0.30 ± 0.03 0.22 ± 0.03
4 29 0.29 ± 0.03 0.24 ± 0.03
5 12 0.26 ± 0.04 0.23 ± 0.03
5 28 0.28 ± 0.03 0.20 ± 0.03
6 11 0.34 ± 0.03 0.19 ± 0.03
6 27 0.24 ± 0.03 0.19 ± 0.03
7 10 0.30 ± 0.04 0.24 ± 0.04
7 16 0.48 ± 0.03 0.41 ± 0.04
8 21 0.22 ± 0.03 0.08 ± 0.03
9 22 0.30 ± 0.03 0.12 ± 0.03
10 15 0.45 ± 0.03 0.30 ± 0.03
11 14 0.39 ± 0.04 0.35 ± 0.04
13 28 0.31 ± 0.03 0.24 ± 0.03
13 36 0.14 ± 0.09 0.12 ± 0.05
14 25 0.47 ± 0.03 0.36 ± 0.03
14 27 0.36 ± 0.03 0.27 ± 0.03
15 22 0.45 ± 0.03 0.27 ± 0.03
15 24 0.67 ± 0.03 0.52 ± 0.03
16 21 0.35 ± 0.04 0.19 ± 0.04
16 27 0.43 ± 0.03 0.31 ± 0.03
16 31 0.55 ± 0.04 0.30 ± 0.04
17 24 0.64 ± 0.04 0.44 ± 0.03
17 26 0.62 ± 0.03 0.41 ± 0.03
17 32 0.38 ± 0.04 0.19 ± 0.04
18 21 0.30 ± 0.04 0.15 ± 0.04
18 23 0.54 ± 0.03 0.29 ± 0.03
19 32 0.23 ± 0.04 –0.14 ± 0.04
20 31 0.10 ± 0.03 –0.12 ± 0.03
25 36 0.31 ± 0.08 0.00 ± 0.05
26 33 0.23 ± 0.04 0.23 ± 0.03
26 35 0.18 ± 0.06 0.14 ± 0.04
27 30 0.30 ± 0.04 0.18 ± 0.04
28 35 0.11 ± 0.09 0.13 ± 0.05
29 34 0.23 ± 0.08 0.01 ± 0.05
30 33 0.26 ± 0.06 0.01 ± 0.04
out of those 13 native contacts results in subsequent fast
folding. This result is reminiscent of the discrete TS classes
found by Pande et al. [9] for some sequences in lattice model
chains of various lengths. The TS core found by the direct
method described in [6] at T = 0.247 (see Figure 7b) shares
a number of crucial contacts (the ones that have highest φ
values) with the critical core found at T = 0.272. There are
some differences, however, between critical cores deter-
mined at two different temperatures. This result suggests
that the TS core (or, equivalently, TS classes, following the
terminology of Pande et al. [9]) may depend on the tempera-
ture. This conclusion is not surprising because the TS is
an ensemble of conformations. The factors contributing to
the free energy are the energy of contacts formed by the
core nucleus and other residues that form their contacts in
the TS and the entropy of the loops connecting contacting
nucleation residues. In the cases for which the energetic
factor is not overwhelming, the temperature change may
affect the magnitude of the contribution from the loop
entropy to the free energy of the TS and therefore some-
what shift the TS to form the nucleus contacts that
provide the lowest free energy of the TS at the new tem-
perature. In the cases when the energetic stabilization of
particular specific contacts is strong, however, the loss in
free energy as a result of the rearrangement of the TS may
not be offset by entropic advantages coming from a more
optimal loop arrangement; the TS appears to be more
robust with respect to temperature changes and other per-
turbations such as elongation of loops by insertions. Such
robustness of the nucleus is observed for other lattice
model sequences [6,11] and in experiments [28].
It is expected that the φ values of the contacts involved in
the TS must be high compared with other contacts.
Indeed, at T = 0.272 the φ value averaged over 13 contacts
(shown by broken lines in Figure 7a) is 0.42, which is sub-
stantially higher than φav = 0.32. At T = 0.247, this effect is
less pronounced; averaging the 13 contacts shown in
Figure 7b gives 0.23 compared with φav = 0.18, obtained
by averaging over all 57 native contacts. More importantly,
the five contacts with the highest φ values are present in
the TS at T = 0.272 and the four contacts with the highest
φ values are present in the TS at T = 0.247. At the same
time, two contacts, between residues 19 and 32 and
between residues 20 and 31, show different behavior; they
are present in the TSs at both temperatures studied, but
their φ values are small at T = 0.272 and even negative at
T = 0.247.
In order to get more insight into the physical meaning of
φ values, we performed folding simulations in which ener-
gies of some contacts were altered within a certain range.
The results are presented in Figure 8. It can be seen that
for some contacts the logarithm of the folding rate
depends linearly on ∆∆G over a wide range. The linearity
of this dependence makes the definition of a φ value as
the slope of this linear dependence meaningful. In con-
trast, contacts 19–32 and 20–31 clearly show a non-linear
dependence on the logarithm of the folding rate; their sta-
bilization strongly decelerates folding. Such deceleration
suggests that there are kinetically trapped conformations,
which may contain contacts 19–32 and 20–31. In order to
escape from a trap, these contacts must be broken. Their
stabilization therefore makes folding slower. Falling into
traps is less likely at higher temperatures. Indeed, we
observe that at T = 0.272 the φ values of contacts 19–32
and 20–31 are positive. The fact that these contacts may
be kinetically trapped is not inconsistent with the finding
that they are also present in the TS.
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Figure 7
Structure of the transition state (a) at T = 0.272 and (b) at T = 0.247
as found be means of the direct method described in [6]. Note that for
this sequence the nucleus is not unique so that formation of certain
combinations of six contacts out of the ones shown in this figure by
dashed lines bring the chain to a transition state from which it
descends fast to the folded state.
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It was mentioned in the Introduction that a real mutation
of a single residue in a real protein changes many inter-
actions that the residue is involved in. In principle, this
makes the analysis of mutations somewhat difficult. To
check the importance of this effect, simulations correspon-
ding to all possible mutations of some residues (i.e. to all
other amino acids) were performed. Figure 9 shows the
result of these simulations for residues 11, 23 and 24. It can
be seen that most mutations for the same residue yield
consistent φ values; the corresponding data are only slightly
scattered around a straight line when considering the
dependence of the logarithm of the folding rate on the
change in stability. The slope of this line provides an effec-
tive φres value for a given residue. One can also calculate φav
for a given residue by averaging the φ values for all the con-
tacts in the native conformation that this residues partici-
pates in. Figure 10 compares φres and φav for nine residues.
It can be seen that there is a good correlation between the
results of the two different methods of calculating φ values
for each residue.
The situation may be more complicated for several special
mutations, however. Figure 11 shows the mutations that
give abnormal φ values. For example, the mutation Pro8→
Lys gives φ = 3.8 ± 0.3 and Arg16→Lys gives φ = –1.3 ± 0.2.
All the mutations presented in Figure 11 share one
common property: they cause only small changes in stabil-
ity. The change in stability when a residue is mutated can
be represented as a sum of contributions that result from
the interactions that the mutant makes in the native struc-
ture. Thus, the small overall change in stability when a
residue is mutated can be for two different reasons: all the
contributions are small; or the individual contributions may
not be small but they may have different signs, which could
lead to the partial cancellation of their contributions. When
all the contributions are small, the change in the folding
rate should also be small and, therefore, the φ value should
be meaningful, with the obvious caveat that a large error is
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Figure 8
The dependence of the folding rate k′ on the change in stability of the
native state ∆∆G as a result of the change in energy of one of the
native contacts at T = 0.247. Different curves correspond to different
native contacts; a pair of numbers i–j next to a curve means that the
curve corresponds to the native contact between residues i and j. The
folding rate of the unperturbed system is k.
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Figure 9
Thermodynamic and kinetic effects of all possible mutations of
residues 11, 23 and 24.
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Figure 10
A comparison of φ values of residues obtained from all 19 possible
mutations (φres) and by averaging φ values of the native contacts
involving a given residue φav). The residues taken for comparison are 5,
8, 11, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28 and 32. The straight line corresponds to
φres = φav.
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possible as a result of the normalization of the small rate
change by the small stability change. In the opposite case,
when there is a compensation of large contributions to the
overall change in stability, the corresponding contributions
to the change in the folding rate may not necessarily com-
pensate each other, because only interactions that are
formed in the TS will affect the folding rate. It may well be
that some of the interactions in which a mutated residue
participates are formed in the TS whereas several others are
not. This gives rise to the lack of compensation in kinetics
(i.e. a significant change in the folding rate when residues
are mutated that only slightly changes the stability of a
protein). In this situation, apparent φ values can have an
abnormally large absolute value and have an arbitrary sign.
To further illustrate this effect, one can consider the sim-
plest case when a mutation changes only two interactions.
The change in the stability ∆∆G can be written as a sum
of contributions from these two interactions:
∆∆G = ∆∆G1 + ∆∆G2 (2)
The same decomposition can be done for the change in
stability of the TS:
∆∆G* = ∆∆G1* + ∆∆G2* (3)
Thus, the φ value corresponding to the mutation can be
written as:
(4)
where φi = ∆∆Gi*/∆∆Gi and i = 1 or 2. Equation 4 can be
rewritten in the following form:
(5)
It is now clear that the apparent φ is equal to the mean of
φ1 and φ2 if either ∆∆G1 = ∆∆G2 or φ1 = φ2. Otherwise,
there is a deviation, which is inversely proportional to
∆∆G. Compensation of individual contributions to stabil-
ity means that ∆∆G1 ≈ –∆∆G2, which results in abnor-
mally large absolute values of φ. For example, if φ1 = 1.0,
φ2 = 0.5 and ∆∆G1 = –1.1∆∆G2, then φ = 6.0! Similarly, if
∆∆G2 = –1.1∆∆G1, then φ = –4.5.
These arguments demonstrate that if the change in stabil-
ity upon mutation is small, then the resulting φ value may
be senseless. It should be mentioned that this effect is in
addition to the small change in stability that necessarily
means that there is a large relative error in φ obtained from
real experiments.
Until now we have discussed the influence of the native
contacts on the folding rate and stability. In general, some
non-native contacts can also influence the protein engi-
neering method. Consider a favorable non-native interac-
tion that may be present in the unfolded state with some
probability. It is quite possible that this interaction is
incompatible with the TS. In this case its stabilization (or
destabilization) would decrease (or increase) only the free
energy of the unfolded state, and would not affect the
free energy of the TS or the folded state. As a result, the
TS and folded state will be equally destabilized (or stabi-
lized) relative to the unfolded state with a corresponding
φ value of 1.
Thus, it appears that non-native contacts that may be
present in the unfolded state but not in the TS have high
φ values. It is well known that most of the interactions in
the random coil unfolded state are local, that is they are
between residues that are close to each other in sequence.
In our model, local interactions correspond to contacts
between monomers i and (i + 3). One local contact (25–28)
has a high φ value. The effect of a change of energy of this
contact and the native contact 15–24 (which has the
highest φ value among all the native contacts) on the ther-
modynamics and kinetics is presented in Figure 12. It
appears that the non-native contact 25–28 has φ ≈ 0.61,
which is higher than the highest value (φ ≈ 0.52) for the
native contacts. 
This suggests that non-native contacts can also influence
the results of mutations to a considerable extent. For illus-
tration, in addition to the mutation Thr26→Asp we per-
formed an artificial mutation Thr26→Asp* such that the
energies of all the native contacts in which residue 26 par-
ticipates were changed in the same way as in the real
mutation but all non-native contacts were not changed at
all. The effect of such an artificial mutation is shown in
Figure 11. It can be seen that the impact on the stability
and the folding rate as a result of the artificial mutation is
quite different from the impact on the real mutation and
( )φ φ φ φ φ= + + −
+
−1 2
1 2
2 1
1 22
G G
G G
∆∆ ∆∆
∆∆ ∆∆
φ φ φ= +
+
1 1 2 2
1 2
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Figure 11
Thermodynamic and kinetic effects of some mutations analyzed in
this study.
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very different φ values result; φ = 0.37 + 0.03 for Thr26→
Asp* and φ = –0.50 ± 0.08 for Thr26→Asp. This differ-
ence can be explained as follows. Thr26→Asp makes the
corresponding native contacts more favorable. As a result,
Thr26→Asp* has a pronounced negative value of ∆∆G
(∆∆G/T ≈ –1.22), which makes the corresponding φ ≈ 0.37
reliable. The fact that ∆∆G corresponding to Thr26→Asp
is much smaller in absolute value (∆∆G/T ≈ –0.38) than
∆∆G/T for Thr26→Asp* can be explained only by stabili-
zation of non-native contacts as a result of the mutation
Thr26→Asp. Thus, the thermodynamic effect of stabiliza-
tion of the native contacts and the thermodynamic effect
of the stabilization of the non-native contacts (which have
dramatically different kinetic consequences) compensate
each other and give rise to a senseless φ ≈ –0.50, as was
explained above.
Discussion
In the present paper we studied the TS for folding in a
simple lattice model using a protein engineering approach
analogous to the one developed experimentally by Fersht
and coworkers [12]. For comparison purposes, we also
applied a direct method to determine dominant contacts
in the ensemble of conformations that constitute the TS
(folding nucleus). We showed a clear correlation between
the results of the two methods to determine the TS,
which justifies, for the model studied, the use of the
protein engineering method. Our detailed analysis veri-
fied the main assumptions of the protein engineering
method made in [15] and pointed out the possible caveats
that were also noticed in [15].
Our results clearly indicate that apparent φ values are
strongly dependent on temperature, in general being smaller
at lower temperatures. A similar finding was made in a
recent experimental study by Oliveberg et al. [26] in which
the dependence of φ on temperature was attributed exclu-
sively to the shift of TS with temperature in the studied
protein, CI2. Our analysis shows that contacts that domi-
nate in the TSE may indeed vary somewhat with tempera-
ture, although this variation is limited and the contacts that
are dominant in the TS (in our case the contact 15–24 that
has the highest φ value at both temperatures) remain the
same. The main reason for the observed sensitivity of φ
values to temperature in our model lies in the fact that the
folding reaction crosses over the TS between the meta-
stable unfolded state and the native state. The dependence
of φ values on temperature can then be explained, in prin-
ciple, by one or both of two factors: the temperature dep-
endence of the TS and the temperature dependence of the
(meta)stable unfolded state. Our results suggest that the
temperature dependence of the (meta)stable unfolded state
may dominate the observed temperature dependencies.
The detailed analysis of the free energy landscape on
which folding kinetics occur is given in [27] (see Figure 11
of [27] for a qualitative description of the free energy land-
scape at a high and low temperature. It was shown in [27]
that the reason for the existence of Topt, the temperature
at which the folding rate is fastest (see Figure 4), is that
the metastable unfolded state and the TS have equal
energies at T = Topt (i.e. the free energy barrier of folding
between the two states is purely entropic at Topt). A
further decrease in temperature adds an energetic compo-
nent to the free energy barrier of folding, thereby slowing
down folding at a temperature below Topt according to a
simple Arrenius law (Figure 4; [29]). This means that at a
low temperature the energy of the unfolded state is lower
than the energy of the TS (i.e. the unfolded metastable
state has many contacts, which give rise to its low energy).
Such contacts affect the results of the protein engineering
method for the reasons that we have discussed above. It is
clear from Figure 4 that at temperatures close to Topt, the
φ values for both contacts studied in this plot change sign,
becoming negative. This means that stabilization of these
contacts makes folding at low temperatures slower. A pos-
sible explanation of such behavior is that at low tempera-
tures these contacts stabilize the metastable unfolded
state (kinetically trapped conformations) to a greater extent
than they stabilize the TS; the stabilization by these con-
tacts thus slows down folding. (An illustration of meta-
stable and stable states in the two-state folding transition
is given in [7].) The analysis presented here suggests that
φ values may be more reliable indicators of the TS when
measured at higher temperature (closer to the denatu-
ration transition) or when final denaturant concentration
is nonzero so that the unfolded state is destabilized and
contains fewer contacts.
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Figure 12
A comparison of thermodynamic and kinetic effects resulting from a
change in the energy of the non-native contact 25–28 and of the native
contact 15–24, which has the highest φ value among the native
contacts.
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The simulations reported in this study reveal the
strengths and caveats of the protein engineering method
to determine the TS for protein folding. We used a lattice
model to simulate the folding of protein-like chains; the
relative simplicity of the computational model made it
possible to determine the TS both from the protein engi-
neering analysis described here and directly [6] and then
to compare the results of the two approaches. It was found
that the two methods give a similar location of the TS in
the native conformation. Thus, interactions with the
highest φ values are shown to be present in the TS for our
model. In the context of our analysis this fact provides
strong validation of the protein engineering method.
At the same time, it appears that some native interactions
that are present in the TS have low (sometimes negative)
φ values. As we argued above, this can be explained partly
by the existence of a kinetic trap involving the native
interactions; the stabilization of these native interactions
would delay escape from the trap. It seems that a similar
phenomenon takes place during the folding of CI2 [12];
residue 57 seems to be involved in a native interaction in
the TS, but the mutation Ile57→Ala yields φ = 0.1. In
addition, some other mutations (Val19→Ala, Asp23→Ala,
Lys24→Ala, Lys2→Ala and Lys11→Ala) give pronounced
negative φ values (–0.26, –0.25, –0.35, –0.19 and –0.49, cor-
respondingly), indicating that there are kinetic traps. We
do not, however, exclude the possibility that some of the
negative φ values result from the compensation effect in
cases when ∆∆G for a mutation is small.
It was mentioned above that mutating a single residue
changes many native and non-native interactions. As a
result one could expect some complications in interpreting
the resulting φ value. Indeed, we have shown that if the
change in the stability of a protein is small, then the corre-
sponding φ value is not reliable. It should be mentioned
that this unreliability is not because of a large relative error
in the experimental determination of ∆∆G; rather it is
because of the compensation effect discussed above.
In this context, we checked all the cases of inconsistencies
between φ values obtained for different mutations of the
same residue in CI2 (φ ≈ –0.31). Glu14→Gln (φ ≈ 1.23),
Thr3→Val (φ ≈ 0.52) and Val60→Thr (φ ≈ 0.51) give
φ values very different from the φ values of other muta-
tions of the same residues. Interestingly, all these muta-
tions produce only small changes in stability; their
estimated ∆∆G are 0.26, 0.29, 0.32 and 0.38, respectively.
Thus, deviations of the corresponding φ values for differ-
ent mutations can be explained by the compensation
effect when an amino acid participates in interactions with
both nucleus and non-nucleus residues.
Mutations may affect not only native but also non-native
interactions. It is natural to assume in many cases that
non-native interactions can be neglected because they do
not exist in the native state and in the unfolded state, in
which typically only a few interactions are present.
If a non-native interaction is present in the unfolded state
and it is incompatible with the TS, then its φ value is high
and the contribution of this interaction to thermodynamics
and kinetics should not be neglected. We found a number
of such cases in our lattice model. It should be mentioned
that dominant interactions in the unfolded state are local,
that is they are between residues that are proximal along
the chain. In proteins this may correspond to interactions
within α helices. This finding from our model is consis-
tent with experiment: non-native interactions have been
shown to exist prior to the TS in CheY with enhanced
α-helical propensities [30].
As a result of their influence on the unfolded state, local
contacts may affect the apparent φ values. This finding
helps to explain the results of Serrano and coworkers [31]
who studied φ values for the folding of the cyclically per-
muted small protein SH3. The authors found that one
residue (Val44) has significantly different φ values in the
wild type and permuted proteins. On the basis of this
finding they concluded that the permutation changes the
TS. This conclusion requires some further analysis
because permutation also changes the character of local
contacts in many places and thus may affect the properties
of the unfolded state. Indirect evidence that this is the
case is given in the experiments of Serrano and coworkers
[31]; Lys43 neighboring Val44 acquires a pronounced neg-
ative value of φ in one of the permuted proteins, making it
clear that Lys43 forms contacts with its sequence neigh-
bors (including Val44) in the unfolded state. Correspond-
ingly Val44 may form more local contacts in the unfolded
state of the permuted protein than in the wild-type
sequence. This factor may explain the apparent drop of
the φ value for Val44 in the permuted protein. On the
other hand, a number of residues that are far from the
cleavage site (Val23 and Thr24) also exhibit significant
changes in φ upon permutation, potentially showing the
change of TS upon permutation. This is not inconsistent
with our results, which show that several subsets of the
larger set of potential nucleus residues may be present in
the actual TS. It is possible that permutation may give rise
to an increased probability of some of the contact sets in
the TS, which may be apparent in shifted φ values. On the
other hand, the TS in other proteins, like CI2, may be
robust to permutation (A. Fersht, personal communica-
tion). This is also consistent with our observations that
longer and more stable model proteins have a more pro-
nounced and robust specific nucleus [11]. Clearly, more
studies are needed to address the issue of how the TS
nucleus is affected by permutations or other mutations in
proteins. In conclusion, our results clearly show that the
protein engineering method is adequate to study the TS
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for protein folding. Some care should be taken in the
analysis of individual mutations, however, especially those
that give rise to small changes in protein stability and when
strong local contacts may influence the unfolded state.
Materials and methods
Simulation technique
To simulate the folding kinetics, a standard Monte Carlo method for
polymers on a cubic lattice [32] is used. The move set includes corner
flips and crankshaft motions and excludes double occupancies of lattice
cites. A standard Metropolis energy criterion is used to accept or reject
moves. Each simulation run begins from a different random coil con-
formation. A detailed discussion of the applicability and validity of this
algorithm to study protein folding is given in [24,33]. 
Estimation of the change in stability upon mutation
Here, we present the method used to estimate the change in stability ∆∆G
of the native state at a given temperature T when mutation is made. By
mutation we mean any set of changes in energies of some contacts. To
estimate ∆∆G one has to perform a long Monte Carlo run at a temperature
T0, which should be close to the transition temperature Tf, thereby ensur-
ing that the system explores sufficiently both unfolded and folded confor-
mations. The length of the Monte Carlo run must be much longer than the
average folding or unfolding time for many folding/unfolding events to
occur. During the Monte Carlo run, conformations (in fact, just a list of all
the contacts in the conformation) are periodically recorded (every 1000
steps). Of course, some of the recorded conformations may coincide.
Having the list of conformations generated this way one can estimate
the partition function of the folded state after mutation as:
(6)
where the sum is taken over conformations k from the list; Ek and Ek′
are the energies of conformation k before and after mutation, respec-
tively; Qk is the number of native contacts in conformation k . θ selects
conformations belonging to the native state (i.e. the ones with the
number of native contacts exceeding the threshold Q*; θ(Qk – Q*) = 1
if Qk > Q*, and θ(Qk – Q*) = 1 otherwise. Similarly, the partition function
of the unfolded state after mutation:
(7)
The partition functions of the folded state Z f and of the unfolded state
Z f before mutation can be estimated by Equations 6 and 7 with Ek′
substituted by E k. Finally, the change in the stability upon mutation:
(8)
The dependence of the free energy difference ∆G between the folded
and unfolded states on the energy change ∆E of a single native contact
i (Figure 6) is calculated in the same way. In this case Ek′ = Ek + ∆E if
contact i is present in conformation k and Ek′ = Ek otherwise. The free
energy difference between the folded and unfolded states is:
(9)
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